Walk With Ease™
a program for better living®
UCR Walking Paths

Begin at the Scotty the Bear Statue in front of the HUB.
Walk towards Coffee Bean and continue straight until you reach North Campus Drive.
Turn right and continue following North Campus Drive towards Bourns Hall.
Turn right on the sidewalk just past the Orbach Science Library.
Continue straight past the Physics building.
Turn left and then right to head onto the main sidewalk towards the HUB. Finish at the Scotty the Bear Statue.

Approximately .58 miles, 10 minutes

Begin at the Scotty the Bear Statue in front of the HUB.
Walk towards Parking Lot #1/Arts Building.
Turn right at West Campus Drive and continue towards the Arts Building.
Turn right in front of the Arts Building.
Follow the curve in the sidewalk and then turn right and head towards the Surge Building
Turn right just before Bourns Hall and follow the sidewalk back to the Scotty the Bear Statue.

Approximately .8 miles, 15 minutes

Begin at the Scotty the Bear Statue in front of the HUB.
Walk towards the Bookstore, but turn left just before you reach the Bookstore.
Follow the curve in the sidewalk and turn right just past Surge Building.
Continue on Campus Drive around the perimeter of campus until you reach the corner of Campus Drive and Canyon Crest Drive.
At the intersection, turn follow the sidewalk towards Watkins/Sproul.
Turn right towards Rivera Library.
Turn left in front of Rivera and follow the sidewalk back to the Scotty the Bear Statue.

Approximately 1.5 miles, 30 minutes

Begin at the Scotty the Bear Statue in front of the HUB.
Walk towards Parking Lot #1/Arts Building.
Turn right at West Campus Drive and continue towards the Arts Building.
Turn right in front of the Arts Building.
Follow the curve of the road as it turns into Canyon Crest Drive.
Continue on Canyon Crest Drive until you reach Linden Street.
Turn right and continue on Linden until you reach Pentland Way.
Follow the sidewalk through Pentland Hills towards the Campus Health Center until you reach North Campus Drive.
Turn left on North Campus Drive.
Turn right just past the greenhouses onto Eucalyptus Drive.
Turn right just past Rivera Library and follow the sidewalk back to the Scotty the Bear Statue.

Approximately 2.2 miles, 45 minutes

All times are based on a 20 minute/mile pace. Adjust time accordingly to your walking speed.